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stesso doge – Michele Steno – e il provveditore Antonio Moro in merito alle istanze 
presentate dai legati bellunesi alle magistrature veneziane, e un’ulteriore seduta del 
Consiglio in cui gli ambasciatori relazionano sulla loro missione. In<ne, è presente un 
decreto del Moro volto a reprimere ogni sommossa in città e nel distretto bellunese.

Stefano Talamini

Francesco Barbaro, De re uxoria, a cura di Claudio Griggio, Chiara 
Kravina, Firenze, Leo S. Olschki, 2021, pp. xiv-426.

Francesco Barbaro’s De re uxoria has long been known as a literary product of 
the Venetian Quattrocento, but its message was not until recently deeply examined 
nor its impact understood. Interest accelerated in the early twentieth century: in 
1915, it received a critical edition by Attilio Gnesotto, and in 1933, its <rst modern 
translation, into German, by Percy Gothein. During the 1970s, as interest in social 
history, and especially the experience of women mounted, the De re uxoria received 
some attention from mainly Anglophone scholars. From the 1990s, following upon 
his exhaustive investigation of Barbaro’s epistolario that culminated in a de<nitive 
edition in two volumes (1991, 1999), Claudio Griggio turned his attention to the De 
re uxoria. >at e7ort culminates in the present 2021 edition, translation, and critical 
study, co-authored by Griggio and his former student Chiara Kravina, who contributes 
with equal energy, discernment, and potency to its execution. In consequence, what 
specialists would have learned from Griggio’s publications over thirty years is now 
broadly promulgated: Francesco Barbaro’s De re uxoria is to be recognized as not 
only one of the most important products of Venetian humanism, but also, arguably, 
of Italian or even European humanism more broadly.

Leaving substance aside for the moment, mere numbers tell the story. By 1992, 
Griggio had noted the existence of 101 manuscripts of the De re uxoria. To that 
already large number, Kravina’s investigations added 31. >ree being removed from 
the resulting cumulus, the total comes to 129, nearly all created in the <?eenth century, 
now inhabiting 68 di7erent libraries in Italy and abroad. >at <gure of 129, as a rough 
measure of its signi<cance, may be compared to the approximately 120 manuscripts 
of Pier Paolo Vergerio’s De ingenuis moribus et liberalibus adulescentiae studiis; the 
some 100 of Giovanni Boccaccio’s De mulieribus claris; the some 60 of Leonardo 
Bruni’s De studiis et litteris; the some 40 of Lorenzo Valla’s De donatione Constantini; 
or the some 30 of Leon Battista Alberti’s De pictura. As Kravina rightly asserts, this 
«vasta e variegata tradizione manoscritta», this «ingente quantità di codici sparsi 
oggi in tutto il mondo» testi<es to the standing of the De re uxoria as «una delle 
opere più lette e conosciute anche al di fuori dei con<ni italiani» (p. 122). >e De 
re uxoria later circulated in print, the editio princeps of Paris 1513 being followed 
by subsequent French, Flemish, German, Dutch, English, and Italian editions and 
translations through 1806, 109 years before Gnesotto’s edition of 1915. As a guide 
to social behavior that appealed to readers across Europe, the De re uxoria may be 
compared, without exaggeration, to Castiglione’s Cortegiano, composed about a 
century a?er the De re uxoria and <rst printed in 1528.

Kravina’s meticulous report on the circulation of De re uxoria in manuscript 
and print versions (supplemented in an appendix by a complete list of manuscript 
witnesses) arrives only in the two <nal sections of her critical introduction, which 
occupies the <rst part of the full volume. In that introduction, Kravina explores the 
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origins, principal themes, and impact of the work. >e <rst section, on the genesis 
and purpose of the De re uxoria, identi<es the context within which it was conceived: 
the circumstances of Barbaro’s 1415 visit to Florence, the stature of women in 
Venetian society, the pressure of dowry in@ation, and the in@uence of Barbaro’s 
mentors Zaccaria Trevisan, Gasparino Barzizza, and Guarino Veronese. >e second, 
on the work’s structure and main themes, considers prevailing assumptions about 
marriage, the role of the wife as mother and household manager, and the ideal that 
Barbaro embraces of the conjunction of two spouses as an «unione giuridica, etica ed 
economica». >e third identi<es the major classical in@uences on Barbaro’s thought 
– especially Xenophon and Plutarch, but also Homer, Aesop, and Plato – as well as 
the impact of Christian (especially Augustine) and contemporary authors. >e fourth 
discusses the De re uxoria in relation to other important expressions of the Italian and 
European Renaissance including, among humanist texts, to Leon Battista Alberti’s 
Della famiglia, Ermolao Barbaro’s De coelibatu, and Juan Luis Vives’s De institutione 
foeminae christianae; among literary works, to Ludovico Ariosto’s Orlando furioso 
and Baldassare Castiglione’s Cortegiano; and to contemporary theoretical discussions 
of women’s nature and capacity (the querelle des femmes) and of marriage and the 
family. >is section culminates with Kravina’s analysis of the frescoes by Paolo 
Veronese adorning the Villa Barbaro at Maser, built by Barbaro’s descendants, which 
illustrate themes drawn from the De re uxoria: marriage, conjugal love, procreation, 
the management of the household, and the education of children.

>e volume’s second part contains the note on the text, critical edition, translation, 
and commentary, all by Claudio Griggio. In the note on the text, Griggio identi<es 
the <ve manuscript witnesses upon which the edition is based, and cites relevant 
critical studies and editions. >e Latin edition, with facing-page Italian translation, 
is annotated in two systems and is followed by a robust commentary elaborating 
upon persons and issues emerging from the texts. To these components are added a 
comprehensive bibliography and <ve indexes by Kravina, the last usefully sorting out 
references to manuscripts and their annotations, names of persons and places, classical 
authors, and terms and topics. In the sum, this edition of De re uxoria is a massive and 
de<nitive achievement.

Why then did this work on marriage, written by a young man as yet unmarried, 
achieve such astounding success in Italy and abroad? Because, brie@y, of the pressing 
cultural importance of the issues it raises. Addressing his peers – Venetian patricians 
aspiring to high position and substantial wealth – Barbaro directs them urgently not 
to do what such men o?en did: that is, to choose a wife on the basis of the dowry 
wealth she o7ered. (>e focus on the dowry, importantly, is embedded in the title of 
the work, which alludes to the res uxoria, a term denoting in Roman law the dowry a 
woman brings to a marriage.) Rather, noble youths should choose women on the basis 
of their moral character and intellectual capacity; for only women richly endowed 
with these qualities could conceive, generate, nourish, and educate sons who would 
bring luster to the family and advance the interests of the state.

In asserting these principles, Barbaro draws on Christian, medical, legal, 
philosophical, and classical literary texts, exhibiting the learning he had earlier 
acquired in his legal studies at the university at Padua, his study of rhetoric with 
Gasparino Barzizza, and above all, his intensive study of Greek with Guarino 
Veronese, his teacher and «foremost friend» («quo preceptore et amico uno omnium 
familiarissime utor», p. 290). In 1414 to 1415, on his return from Constantinople 
where he had pursued advanced studies in the Greek tradition, Guarino worked 
closely with Barbaro, engaging his eager student in his own scholarly endeavors. In 
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addition, Barbaro bene<ted from the tutelage of Zaccaria Trevisan, an elder Venetian 
statesman and the earliest prominent <gure of Venetian humanism, who conversed 
o?en with the young man, as the text reveals, about the crucial importance of marriage 
for the @ourishing of the Venetian nobility.

Although Barbaro is in no way a feminist in a modern sense, in constructing his 
argument in favor of deliberate marital decisions untouched by mercenary impulse, he 
builds a strong pro-woman case – one remarkable for that era. Leaning to the Galenic 
over the Aristotelian notion of conception and embryology, he emphasizes the 
contribution of the female to human reproduction. >at contribution is understood 
to be not merely physiological, although it is that – the woman’s body is likened to a 
fertile <eld that produces sound fruit – but it is also moral and intellectual. >ose moral 
and intellectual capacities are transmitted from mother to child, Barbaro maintains, 
drawing on some strands of then-current medical thinking, <rst by her blood, which 
nourished the fetus in the womb, and later by her milk (understood to be blood in 
another form), which nourished the infant at her breast. >e nurturance of the child 
that she delivers through her body, moreover, continues during childhood, when the 
mother is the principal educator of the child. Only a child nurtured by such a mother 
can bestow glory on his clan and his city. >e nobleman cannot rear such a son by 
himself; he must marry a wife whose role, from conception through childhood, is 
critical.

Fittingly, Barbaro wrote De re uxoria as a wedding gi? for his friend Lorenzo de’ 
Medici (the elder), brother of Cosimo de’ Medici, the later unoAcial ruler of Florence. 
Barbaro had come to know Lorenzo in Florence in the summer of 1415, when Barbaro 
also met the humanist luminaries who regularly gathered in the Medici household. 
In early 1416, Lorenzo was to marry Ginevra Cavalcanti, both bride and groom 
being the o7spring of eminent families within the Florentine elite, thus belonging 
to the same social rank that Barbaro occupied in Venice. Barbaro intended the De re 
uxoria, composed in the last months of 1415 just prior to the nuptial celebration, as 
a wedding present: in lieu of a jeweled necklace («uxorium, ut sic dixerim, monile», 
p. 290), as he explains to Lorenzo, he o7ers a gi? not from Francesco’s fortune, but 
from Francesco himself («potius a Francisco tuo quam a fortuna sua», p. 176). What 
a spectacle this is! Two high-ranking noblemen, destined for brilliant careers, each 
surrounded by the towering personalities of the <rst humanist generation! How could 
these conjunctions not summon forth a book?

Occasioned by the conversations between the Venetian Francesco Barbaro and the 
Florentine Lorenzo de’ Medici, the De re uxoria, as its legacy in manuscript and print 
attests, also aroused the interest of northern elites who, like their Italian neighbors, 
sought to preserve a cultural hegemony that would endure for generations to come. 
Northern and southern, romance and Germanic, burgher and noble, Protestant 
and Catholic: the ruling strata everywhere faced the same threat of extinction lest 
they were saved by wives whose bodies, minds, and souls alone could engender the 
progeny who would secure their legacy. Yet the natural matrix of the De re uxoria was 
essentially Venetian, originating in that city where a legally-de<ned noble caste could 
hope to rule only so long as it reproduced itself both biologically and culturally. >e 
<rst major work of Venetian humanism, the De re uxoria is a stunning case of the 
intersection of intellectual discourse and political, social, and cultural structures.

>ere is warrant for some uneasiness about two discussions in the critical 
introduction. As I have previously argued, Alberti’s Famiglia (see pp. 67-73) and 
Ermolao Barbaro’s De coelibatu (pp. 73-76) seem to be in tension with Francesco 
Barbaro’s De re uxoria, and more so than Kravina contends; and I would read Percy 
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Gothein, Barbaro’s biographer and translator of the De re uxoria (see pp. 119-121), as 
propounding conservative social values commonplace in the 1930s (repellent as they 
may seem to many readers today) rather than as an exponent of the Nazi ideology of 
which he came to be a victim. Perhaps these are matters scholars can return to and 
debate.

But signi<cantly, Claudio Griggio and Chiara Kravina have bestowed upon us a 
generous prize in their edition, translation, and analysis of Francesco Barbaro’s De 
re uxoria – a gi? as precious as was the jeweled necklace in the guise of a book that 
Francesco gave to his friend Lorenzo.

Margaret L. King

Franco Cazzola, Uomini e !umi. Per una storia idraulica ed agraria della bassa 
pianura del Po (1450-1620), Roma, Viella, 2021, pp. 430.

I lunghi anni di ricerche e i numerosi saggi, almeno ventuno, dedicati dall’A. alla 
storia idraulica, trovano una sintesi in questo volume corredato da quaranta pagine 
di bibliogra<a, dai due indispensabili indici dei nomi e dei luoghi e da quattordici 
<gure in bianco e nero. Lo scopo pre<ssato è «capire qual è stato il rapporto degli 
uomini con l’acqua e il <ume» e qual è stata la loro «visione e comprensione dei 
fenomeni idraulici» (p. 12) in quel periodo d’intense trasformazioni che hanno 
investito la pianura padana a cavallo tra Medioevo ed Età Moderna. Il protagonista 
della storia è il Po, soprattutto il suo grande delta che inizia a Bondeno e si estende 
dai Polesini di Rovigo e Ferrara <no alle pinete di Ravenna. Uno spazio immenso, un 
tempo dominato dalla canna palustre e dalla malaria. Il libro si apre con un omaggio 
a Riccardo Bacchelli (1891-1985), che a detta dell’A. ha compreso molto di questo 
mondo @uviale, «più di quanto non sappiano fare storici professionisti» (p. 18); 
e si chiude con il lugubre suono dei corni rievocato dallo scrittore bolognese sotto 
una pioggia inesorabile, per chiamare uomini e donne «alla battaglia», voce che 
«cantava con coraggio l’inevitabile sull’ala cupa e piovosa del vento sciroccale». In 
e7etti, nel primo libro del suo capolavoro, nella favola del mago Chiozzini e Urlon del 
Barco, Bacchelli indica i nodi a lungo inestricabili del groviglio idraulico della bassa 
padana. Per convincere il mago Chiozzini a rinnovare il patto col diavolo, Magrino 
fa rompere il Po alla Stellata e «l’acqua corse <n sotto le mura di Ferrara, che parve 
costruita in mezzo a un mare di disgrazie». Quando gli si dice che ingrossava anche 
il Panaro, il mago Chiozzini cede e <rma pur di salvare la città estense. Liberato dal 
patto da un rosario messogli in tasca di nascosto dalla moglie, il mago subisce la 
vendetta di Urlone che provoca un terremoto che lo seppellisce mentre si trovava 
sull’oltrepò, a Trecenta, «intento a stendere un progetto per boni<care le valli; 
per rimandare ai bolognesi il Reno già dalla costor malizia e da un antico errore 
immesso nel Po di Ferrara, che ne riuscì interrato; e per ridar l’acqua al Volano, e 
commercio al porto di Ferrara e a tutti quelli del litorale, a dispetto dei veneziani, 
antichi e ostinati nemici e oppressori della prosperità @uviale e marittima ferrarese»1. 
Ebbene, il lettore troverà nel saggio di Cazzola la conferma dell’ostinata avversione 
dei Veneziani contro Ferrara, gelosi di conservare il monopolio del commercio tra 

1 L’A. cita da Il mulino del Po, t. 1, Milano, Mondadori, 19633, p. 259; qui, da Il mulino del Po, 
t. 1, Milano, Mondadori, 1997, pp. 112, 118.


